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Let 6) denote a finite dimensional division algebra of dimension zs over its 
centre F. Then we show the K-theory of D is essentially the same as that of F. 
Explicitly, the inclusion F C D, induces, for all integers m, isomorphisms 
(So, in particular, the torsion-free ranks of K,,,(F) and K,,,(D) agree.) 
Par R any ring, denote by M;R the ring of t x t matrices over R, and define the 
map A = A (t ), 
A :R+M,R, 
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The underlying idea is the main result of 1 l’_, that 
firr M ,p F = !~II M,,wr+r)D 
as F-algebras, the maps M ,24+ M,XI+U being A (n’). There are two problems to 
solve: this isomorphism is not (in an obvious way) induced by the inclusion F C D, 
and it is unclear what the effect of. lim, will be on K-groups. 
Our definitions of {K, } come from [4], 
Lemnms 1. Let A i R --+ M,R be the diagonal embedding. If we 
Kno (M,R) by means of the equivalence of categories P + Rt @R 
an MtR - R bimoduk ), then K,,, (A) is multiplication by t. , 
Pmof. The functor P I+ M,R @R P induces the map 
finitely generated projectives. Since M,R = (R ‘)I ;w left modules, thi 
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composition of the functor P H R ’ QP P and the functor on projective M&modules 
defined by Q I+ Q’. Since the map induced on K,,, (MI?) by the direct sum is 
addition in K,,, (M,R ) [4; $21, the map induced by Q H Q’ is multiplication by t. 
2. Let f : R + R be an inner automorphism of R, say f(r) = (Y%x, cy a unit 
of R. Then K,,,(f): K,,,(R)+ K,,,(R) is the identity. 
roof. We observe that K, Qf) is induced by the functor F : P --) R QprP, where 
R @&P, satisfies the bilinearity condition r @ r’p = rf(r’)@p, and the module 
structure is given by r(r’@p) = rr’@p. By [4; 51, Proposition 21, it is enough to 
show there is a natural isomorphism from the identity functor to F; such an 
isomorphism will define a natural isomorphism from the identity to the functor 
induced by F on Q(8) (where 9 is the category of finitely generated projective 
modules, and Q(9) is the associated category constructed in [4]) so that the 
induced maps on Km(R) will be equal. 
The natural isomorphism q is defined by setting q(p) = 1 QD cwp, for p E P. The 
naturality foiiows from the fact that if g is a map from P to P’, then 
It is a module homomorphism since 
q(rp)= l@arp = l@o!ra-‘arp = l@f_‘(r)cup 
The inverse of q sends r @p to ra -lp, so 7 is an isomorphism. 
&ion 3 (Noether Skolem [2]). Let A, B be central simple F-subalgebras of a 
central simple finite dimtnsional F-algebra C. Then any algebra isomorphism A -+ B 
may be implemented by an inner automorphism of C. 
Let A be an (additive) abelian group, and let us form the limit B of the diagram 
where all the maps are multiplication by an integer t. Then it is routine to see that B 
is naturally isomorphic to A & [l/t], i.e. A has been ma& into a Z[ l/t]-module. 
Let D be a central simple F-algebra of dl:mension n2 over F. Then the 
inclusion j : F C D induces on -theory, isonorphisms 
. For simplicity s 
alperin construct an is 
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lines of (1) below commute 
Identify MtiF with the image of M+(j) in M+D. Then %yi (A+QF) = 
F-subalgebras of M+D, so there exists an element Ui E M+D such that uiai (r)ui’ = 
r for all I in M;iF C AJO. Let T(uJ d.enote the inner automorphism generated by 
Ui, SO that T(ui)ai = id restricted to M+F. Define the maps on the bottom line to be 
Qi = T(ui+l)T(Auf’)A : M,iD + M,i+lD. 
Observing that T(Au ,‘)d = AT(ui)-1 restricted to M+F in M,D, we see the entire 
diagram (1) commutes. Taking the first and third lines, we see the dotted lines are 
just M,i (j), and 19 M+ (j) is an isomorphism between lim A&F (taken over A ) and 
limM+D (taken over the maps T(ui+l)T(Aui’)A). Taking the K-theory oE those 
lines we see K,,, (li.m(M,I (j))) : lima Ki (F)-, Em,, +!C,,, (D) is an isomorphism. Now by 
Lemma 2, Km (Qi) = K,,, (A); as lim M+ (j) is just the map induced b!l the inclusion 
F C D, this inclusion induces an isomorphism 
lim K,,, (F) + Jim, Km (D). 
&n(A) m 
By Lemma 1 and the comment preceding tF s theorem, we have a natural 
isomorphism 
induced by F C D. AS t = n*, Z[l/,n] = Z[l/t], so the result is proved. 
We may deduce some corollaries for lower K-groups. An ablehan gro 
n-torsion if every element is annihilated by a power of n. Let 7. (11) denot 
n-torsion subgroup of the abelian group A. 
Lemma 5. Let f : A + B be an abelian group homomorphism such that 
is an isomnrphism. Then 
0 a er f is n-torsion, 
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B/f (A) is n-torsion, 
the induced map A /rn (A) + B/T,, (B) is an essential extension. 
roof. All are- straightforward. 
The finite dimensional division algebra D is equipped with the F-valued reduced 
norm N, as in [S]. The units of D, F respectively are denoted D *, F*. 
orollary 6. Let D be a division algebra of dimension n2 over its centre F, equipped 
with a norm IV. Then 
{d E D 1 N(d) = 11 
[D*, D*] 
is an n-torsion group. 
Proof. We have maps 
F*cD*-N‘F* 
and the composite map is exponentiation by n (i.e., as an additive group, 
multiplication by n). The maps induce group homomorphisms, i.e., maps 
&F + KID KI(N! KIF where the left map is induced by inclusion; now tensor& 
with Z[l/n ], - 
The composite map K, F + KIF is multiplication by n ; tensoring with Z[ l/n] 
induces an isomorphism whence the composite map in (2) is an isomorphism. Thus 
t:he right arrow in (2) 
Ker K&V) = 
concluding the proof. 
is isomorphism. By Lemma 5, Ker KIN is n-torsion. But 
(d E D 1 N(d) = 1) 
[D*, D*] ’ 
ry 7. Let D be a central division F-algebra of dimension n2, and suppose F is 
one of the following 
(i) on algebraic extension of the ration&, 
(ii) a local field, 
(iii) Q real closed field, 
men the induced map 
In all three cases, K2F is divisible by locally finite (13; p. 155, p. 1753): Eet us 
# = E @ T, T the (canonical) torsion subgroup of zF, and E a divisible 
(torsion-free) direct summand. Then 
K,F@Z[;] = E @ (%(T)@Z [$I) 
all the isomorphisms being natural. Thus 
are both isomorphism. On the other hand we have a diagram 
[I ; . 
The diagonal map is an isomorphism; it easily follows the horizontal map is onto, 
hence is an isomorphism. 
We conjecture the map of Corollary 7 is always an &morphism, regardless ofthe 
field 5’. 
For the lower K-groups (K1, K2) the isomorph?,m ofTheorem 4 may be directly 
verified. We observe that it suffices to show ir-iner automorphisms induce th 
identity on K1, Kz and that KI(A ), K2(A ) ir dwce multiplication by J, after 
identifying Ki (M,R) with Ki (R). 
Now K,(R) = GL(R)/E(R) = H’(GL(R)), md it is easy’ to see that inn 
automorphisms of CL(R) induce the identity c n &; more generally the induced 
maps on H’(GL(R)) and H’(Kt(R)) are just tht:* identity (the latter because K*(R) 
is abelian). Then taking cohomology of 1 --) E(R)-* GL(R)+ l&(R)-+ 1, one 
the induced map on H’(E(R)) is still the identity. In *particular, this is 
H’(E(R))= K2(R). One can go one step further, and take cob 
l+ K2(R)-, St(R)+ E(R)-, 1, and we obtain that the induced map on 
H’(St(R)) is the identity, in particular, on KS(R) = H3(!St(R)). 
With the other problem, showing Kg (A : R + h&,R) induces x n, we firrst not 
that for K1, this is routine to check; as if I E GL(l, 
cOrn~~ti~ti0n~ are 
tein~~erg g oup 
Let x~~($) denote the usual set of generators of St(R). After identifying St(~~~), 
we see the map induced by A, St(A): St(R)+ St(R) is given by 
xuu (r) + !jj X@-l)n2+snck;(s-l)n2+sn+r(r) 
E 
where u = (JJ - l)n + k and u = (q - 1)~ -I- Z7 06 k, t < FZ. Thereforct, if z E St(R), 
and 
2 = n mX 0 f(i)u(i) ri z with t(i) s (pi - I)12 f ki, U(ij = (@ - 1) + 4, 
i=l 
then 
m n-l 
;r@i-l)n2+tn+kh(ql-l)n2+sn+lt ( I QF). (3) 
i=l r=O 
We claim the product in (3) can be taken over i first, then over s: Each term 
X@,-l)n3+(n-l)n+kl,~~~ -t)na+(,-l),iti ffi) c~~~ut~~ with each term 
X@,-l)n*+sn+k,,(qpl)n”+sn+I, (ti), if S# f2 - 1. ThUS 
m n-2 
wow = rI n x @t-l)n*+sn~kh(q,-I)nz+sn+4 4 t ) 
i=l s-0 
= (pi-l)n*+(n-l)n+kh(ql-l)n*+(n-l)n+tr 6 ( 1 l 
i=l 
The claim now follows by induction. 
Suppose 2 E &R = centre St(R). Since each of the elements 
n:,x ~‘-l~n’+sn+k~,(q,-l)~*~$n+~~ (ri) is a conjugate of z by an element in St(R) we have 
(A)(z) = z “, so A dses induce x pz, when regarding K2 as an additive group. 
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